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Learn the basics of Judo with this invaluable martial arts guide. The Sport of Judo
an invaluable resource for any beginning judoka or teacher, comprises a point-bypoint demonstration and explanation of over 50 essential judo techniques, as
practiced as the international home of judo, the Kodokan Institute in Tokyo. Judo,
the "gentle way" based on the ancient Japanese martial art of jiujutsu (or jujutsu)
and now a premier modern Olympic sport, is systematically presented in this
book. Published over 50 years ago, this martial arts classic includes a brief
history of development and spread of judo, as well as a discussion of judo
competition, including Kodokan contest rules, and a complete glossary of terms.
My Judo Counters & Combinations—Volume 2 depicts the martial art not only
from a competitor's point of view, but also from an instructor's aspect, any martial
arts trainer would be mad not to hold a copy. It religiously follows the teachings of
the great architect of Judo, ‘Professor Jigoro Kano'—a master who has always
tried to expand a Judoka's education and encouraged his students to apply their
own minds to inventing new moves and counter moves. In striving to achieve
Professor Kano’s aims, one can only begin to understand the true mechanics of
the sport of Judo as a self-defense mechanism and, indeed, the creed that
underscores this martial art. In this book, the author shares a brief history of Judo
and how it has become a way of life for him—a passion that he wishes to share
with the people around him. As well, My Judo Counters & Combinations—Volume
2 aims to explain and provide visual examples of Judo Methods which include
techniques—from the intermediate methods of foot and leg reaps, foot sweeps to
high end hips and major leg throws, most commanly used in MMA today,
followed by 4-5 counters and combination for each method. The easy step by
step photos will guide you through a world not published before, making it one of
the must volumes to have at home or at the do-jo Judo is an acquired art and
once one is trained in its mechanics, it will become a lifetime skill that will enrich
his or her life. Volume 2 is not a beginner’s training book. It would be best used
as a training and education manual designed to compliment one's study of the
sport of Judo such as the course of sports coaching specialising in martial arts.
Most of the techniques shown can be used in all martial art type sport such as
Judo, striking Jujutsu and full submission no rules contest. Volume 2 has all the
good methods used in MMA caged fights, once you learn the method countering
will never be the same. I personaly have won just about all my MMA events using
this manual.
Shotokan Karate is one of the most effective forms of self-defense but it is this
area that is most ignored in traditional Shotokan dojos. This modest manual is
different from most Shotokan Karate texts because it focuses on the self-defense
application of karate. Traditional Shotokan karate concentrates on three primary
areas. They are basics or Kihon, Kata or forms, and sparring or kumite. The
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sparring may consist of five times sparring, three times sparring, one time
sparring, semi-free sparring and free sparring. Self-defense training is seldom
practiced and this manual hopes to fill that gap for students of Shotokan and
other traditional styles of Karate. This manual covers the basic principles of selfdefense, use of force factors in self-defense, simple and effective self-defense
techniques to counter arm grabs, body grabs, choke attacks, punching and
kicking attack counters, club attacks, knife attacks, gun attacks, ground attacks
and multiple attacker self-defense techniques.
My Judo Counters & Combinations - Volume 3 depicts the martial art not only
from a competitor's point of view, but also from an instructor's aspect. It
religiously follows the teachings of the great architect of Judo, 'Professor Jigoro
Kano'—a master who has always tried to expand a Judoka's education and
encouraged his students to apply their own minds to inventing new moves and
counter moves. In striving to achieve Professor Kano’s aims, one can only begin
to understand the true mechanics of the sport of Judo as a self-defense
mechanism and, indeed, the creed that underscores this martial art. In this book,
the author shares a brief history of Judo and how it has become a way of life for
him—a passion that he wishes to share with the people around him. As well, My
Judo Counters & Combinations - Volume 3 aims to explain and provide visual
examples of Judo Methods which include techniques—from the basics methods
from easy foot reaps to side throws, to the major shoulder throw used in many
martial arts events worldwide kata guruma, followed by 3-4 counters and
combination for each method. The easy step by step photos will guide you
through a world not published before, making it one of the must volumes to have
at home or at the dojo. Judo is an acquired art and once one is trained in its
mechanics, it will become a lifetime skill that will enrich his or her life. This is not
a beginner’s training book. It would be best used as a training and education
manual designed to complement one’s study of the sport of Judo such as the
course of sports coaching. Most of the techniques shown can be used in all
martial art type sport such as Judo, striking Jujutsu and full submission no rules
contest. My Judo—Volume 3
The practice of judo katas has changed over time as a result of perceived
purpose. The chapters in this anthology were written by seven authorities in judo
history and practice. Their writings clarify the purpose of kata and thus its mode
of practice and their place in competition. In 1926, a contest occurred in which
thirty-seven of the finest judoka in Japan competed before the Emperor Hirohito.
The first chapter by Robert W. Smith details the techniques utilized by each
master and also compares their skills with today's judo practitioners. The next
two chapters by Dr. Llyr Jones and Biron Ebell deal with the transmutation of judo
over the decades. Both authors give ample support that the original guidelines
have evolved into competitive sport resulting in a substantial decline in the
number of adults practicing judo. Where does kata stand in judo practice today?
Dr. Lance Gatling reports on The First Kodokan Judo International Competition
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(2007). He outlines the background of the competition, the competitors, the
motivations for this competition, the historical development of judo katas, and
their importance to the correct study of judo. Dr. Llyr Jones' next chapter has two
objectives: to explain the purpose of kata in judo, and to critically evaluate the
concept of kata championships. To achieve these objectives, Jones offers
personal comments, observations from rare Japanese source material, as well as
insight into the thinking of world-renowned judo experts. Linda Yiannakis
provides two insightful chapters. Her first chapter presents a conceptual
framework for examining principles of judo throwing techniques. The principles
are classified as primarily structural, operational, or contextual in nature. In her
second chapter, she points out that martial artists are acutely aware of the need
to develop a sense of timing for the best possible moment to apply techniques in
free play or contest. This chapter examines some critical features of patterns and
rhythms in a variety of contexts and provides a few basic exercises for the
development of awareness and use of rhythm, patterns, and timing in judo.
Jones, Savage, and Gatling present an in-depth study into Kodokan Goshin-jutsua Kodokan judo exercise formally established in 1956 to teach the principles and
techniques of self-defense against unarmed and armed attacks, and to meet
modern lifestyle needs. Their chapter reviews the place of Goshin-jutsu among
the Kodokan katas, and then summarizes the history its creation. A description of
the exercise's structure and technical contents follows, along with an in-depth
explanation of its principles and associated teaching and learning challenges.
This also includes a review of the most reliable learning texts in Japanese,
English and selected other Western languages. Kodokan Goshin-jutsu's
performance aspects are considered next. An objective assessment of its
practical self-defense effectiveness follows, before finally conclusions are drawn.
The short final chapter by Dr. Jones is on Kodokan judo's Nage-no-kata (forms of
throwing) and Katame-no-kata (forms of control). Their study helps facilitate the
development of free practice (randori) skills. Many look at judo studies as
including three dimensions: free-practice, competition, and forms. Kata practice is
vital to the other two. If you are involved with judo, this anthology will deepen
your purpose and inspiring your practice.
A full-color guide to one of the world's most popular martial arts
Written over sixty years ago, Trevor Leggett and Kisaburo Watanabe, drew on
their great experience of Judo, both in Japan and the West, to offer a step by
step guide to Taiotoshi and Ouchigari in great detail which will be invaluable for
students to develop their Judo skills. As the authors say in their introduction, the
aim is to introduce the reader to 'general attacking movement', the sub-title of this
book, using these two techniques, with an approach that can be applied with
some minor adaptation to most other throws. Since this book first appeared in
1964 British Judo has gone from strength to strength and there have since been
many books written on these techniques but it is firmly believed that this book,
written by two such great names in Judo, still has much to offer students in the
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modern Judo world. Trevor Pryce Leggett lived for a number of years in Japan
where he learnt the Japanese language and studied Judo and Zen. He was the
first foreigner to hold the sixth dan in Judo from the Kodokan in Japan. And he
was 9th Dan from the BJA. A Senior Instructor at the Budokwai and founder of
the Renshuden in London he was one of the leading teachers of Judo in the
United Kingdom. He was the author of Kata Judo (with Dr Jigoro Kano) which
was the authorised text of the British Judo Association. He was head of the
Japanese Service of the BBC from 1946 to 1970 and was the author of books on
Yoga and Zen including 'Zen and the Ways, 'Samurai Zen', 'The Spirit of Budo,
and 'The Complete Commentary by Sankara on the Yoga Sutras'. He died on
2nd August 2000 at the age of 85. Kisaburo Watanabe was 7th Dan from the
Kodokan. He was famous as a Judo stylist and for his attacking Judo. He
captained his University team and the Japanese National team that defeated the
USA in 1957. He was a gold medallist at the Asian Games in 1958 and a bronze
medallist at the All Japan Championship in 1959. From 1962 to 1967 he was
based in London where he was a senior instructor at the Budokwai and
Renshuden and for three years was a National Judo Coach. In 1967 he returned
to Japan to join the Nippon Budokan until his retirement in 2001. His last visit to
London was in February 2018 to attend the Centenary of the Budokwai. He died
on 25th September 2019 at the age of 83.
Supplement your martial arts skills with this expert guide to pressure point
fighting. Western students of Asian martial arts have long been haunted by the
aching suspicion that something is missing from the arts they love and practice
wholeheartedly—something intangible, but something so essential that its
absence leaves an unbridgeable void. For many, that missing ingredient is a true
and thorough knowledge of the body's vital points: what they are, where they are,
how to quickly find them under duress, how to use them, constructively or for
destruction—and how to recognize them in the kata, hyung, or forms they thought
they knew so well. In Pressure Point Fighting, martial arts expert Rick Clark
offers a systematic introduction to this knowledge and to the tools needed to
ferret out more of this information from forms and techniques already in
place—knowledge and tools that are not dependent upon acceptance of the tenets
of traditional Chinese medicine, or modern Western medicine, for that matter, but
which are based solely on open-minded observation and willingness to try new,
or old, approaches to martial arts training.
A product of over twenty years of exhaustive research, Judo Training Methods is
a comprehensive examination of the Japanese Judo. Written by martial arts
authority Donn Draeger and judo champion and instructor Takahiko Ishikawa, it is
an expert martial arts guide. Although the examples are geared toward judo, the
training and conditioning methods set out are valuable for all martial artists and
athletes, whatever their art or sport. Judo Training Methods is an "encyclopedia
of judo" covering not only Judo techniques and training methods but also dojo
etiquette, tournament rules, and promotion requirements. This illustrated judo
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book features over 1,000 photos and 200 conditioning exercises. A perfect
introduction to Judo for beginners, the exercises in this classic text are also
valuable conditioning exercises for football, basketball, track, swimming,
wrestling, boxing, tennis, baseball, mixed martial arts and more! Chapters
introduce readers to the principles and practice of Judo, including: Physical Judo
Re-Examined Classification of Exercises and Muscle Groups Kinesiological
Principles About Muscle Judo Training Advice Judo and Weight Training Judo
Training Routines Preparatory Exercises Supplementary Exercises Compound
Exercises Auxiliary Exercises
Each title in this series is an introduction to a popular martial art aimed at firsttime practitioners. The books focus on key skills, with step-by-step instructions,
historical, cultural and general interest information. This text focuses on judo.
Provides a basic introduction to the martial arts with illustrations of each
movement.
Authored by the Takahashi family, who combine more than 200 years of
experience teaching, coaching, and competing in judo, this book provides an indepth description of judo history, culture, philosophy, techniques, tactics, training,
and competition. 200 photos.
A well-researched, comprehensive and easy to understand step-by-step guide to the
hows and whys of nearly every aspect of natural living for those ready to implement lifechanging, health conscious choices.
Describes the difference between other martial arts and miltary unarmed combat,
discussing techniques taught to special forces units, defenses in case of an attack and
skills for power-punching and chokeholds.
This expanded edition of The Medical Care of the Judoka deals with common medical
problems in judo as well as current and controversial issues in sports medicine,
including: • The role of medical personnel in judo tournaments • Infections on the mat •
Concussions, traumatic brain injuries, and seizures • Dental Injuries • Injuries to the
upper and lower extremities • Heart and circulation conditions • Lungs and respiration
conditions • Spinal injuries • Injuries related to the genitourinary and endocrine
systems • Diet, weight loss, and nutrition • How gender can impact the medical needs
of the Judoka • Problems associated with doping ...and much much more.
Provides a historical overview of martial arts, explaining the various forms of this
activity.
With extensive, step-by-step photographs and instructions, this jiu-jitsu guide is an
effective tool for mastering this ancient martial art. The original Japanese martial art
developed by the elite samurai class during Japan's feudal era, Jiu-jitsu is the
forerunner of Judo and the precursor of today's ultimate fighting styles, such as mixed
martial arts (MMA). For centuries, this method of unarmed self-defense proved so
successful in combat that it was kept secret and taught only to a select few. Based on
the author's study with instructors at the Tokyo police academy, this martial arts book
presents all the traditional techniques of Jujitsu, also known as Jiu-jitsu. These
techniques teach you valuable restraining methods that force your opponent to submit
without abuse by using pressure points. It shows you tips for search and seizure, and
the almost extinct art of Hojojutsu—how to tie people up without using any knots.
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Japanese Jiu-jitsu: Secret Techniques of Self-Defense addresses and demonstrates
the full range of Kaisho Goshin Budo Taiho Jitsu Ryu (Tokyo police self-defense).
Learn specific techniques such as: The use of hands Throwing an opponent Attacking
vital points with strikes and kicks The use of weapons (like the staff). This fascinating
Jiujitsu book, designed as a training manual, also serves as a remarkable illustrated
guide to the secret art of Japanese samurai self-defense.
Defend Yourself with Judo was originally published in 1960 and is a concise and
practical guide to self-defense applications using Judo techniques. In the author's own
words: "What I have tried to offer is a reasonably comprehensive system of techniques,
which I have found to prove their worth, whilst ?ghting under combat conditions with a
friend. Although individual mastery of each separate defence is the ?rst essential, when
this is achieved, they must all be blended together to form a somewhat limited, yet
complete, system in order to increase their potential effectiveness.
THE ULTIMATE TRAINING SUPPLEMENT FOR MARTIAL ARTISTS With detailed
anatomical drawings, this book precisely illustrates the inner workings of your body
during key martial arts moves. Its color drawings, helpful photos and clear text make it
easy to identify the specific muscles you need to train for maximum speed, power and
accuracy. More than just an anatomy book, each section is accompanied by exercises
and stretches to strengthen muscles, prevent injury and improve form. •Kicks •Strikes
•Takedowns •Throws The Anatomy of Martial Arts is designed for a variety of
disciplines, including: •Hapkido •Jiujitsu •Judo •Karate •Kendo •Kung Fu •Muay Thai
•Taekwando
This book is a comprehensive source of information and guidance on health risk
management and medical care across the entire range of sports, in athletes of all ages
and ability. General health aspects, injury prevention, first aid and emergency
management, diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation, and return to play are all addressed,
with presentation of practical recommendations throughout. All medical disciplines with
relevance for athletes - from psychological aspects to dermatological issues - are as
well as main pathologies, overuse injuries and indications for surgical treatment of all
certain parts of the musculoskeletal system, covered. Key features include a clear
structure, short chapters in protocol format, and the inclusion of helpful checklists and
tips and tricks for a quick and in-depth overview. Detailed attention is paid both to the
medical care, specific to injuries of different parts of the body, and to special
considerations relating to individual sports. Among the sport disciplines team sports,
athletics, winter sports, track and field, martial arts, motor sports and cycling, extreme
sports, swimming and water sports, racket sports, other IOC sports, and Paralympic
sports are covered. Due to raising population of certain modern non-IOC sports, e.g. ESports, beach sports, flying sports and canyoning, and paltry medical information in this
disciplines we put a focus on them. The book is a collaborative work from the newly
created ESSKA section European Sports Medicine Associates (ESMA), which brings
together the various disciplines of sports medicine. It will be an ideal resource and
decision-making tool for doctors, athletes, coaches, and physiotherapists.
Judo Formal Techniques is "The most detailed explanation of Judo that has ever been
published" (The Japan Times). A comprehensive training manual to the basic "free
practice" forms of Kodokan Judo (the Randori no Kata), the book provides essential
instruction in the throwing and grappling kata (Nage no Kata and Katame no Kata) that
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every Judo practitioner needs to master. The authors are two of the world's top
instructors—Donn F. Draeger and Tadao Otaki. Both were instructors at the Kodokan
Judo Institute in Tokyo—the headquarters of international Judo, which was founded by
the creator of the martial art, Jigoro Kano. Draeger, considered by many to be the first
non-Japanese Budo master, was an authority on Asian martial culture who held high
ranks and teaching licenses in several martial arts. He was a prolific writer and was the
first non-Japanese Judo instructor at the Kodokan. Otaki was not only a successful
Judo instructor but also a university professor who was widely praised for his research
on the role of Judo in education. Draeger and Otaki based their text on Jigoro Kano's
published and unpublished personal writings. Recapturing the original spirit and intent
of the essential Judo kata, they are presented in the standard Kodokan versions as
refined by generations of practitioners. Richly illustrated with over 1,000 photos and
drawings, Judo Formal Techniques offers complete step-by-step instructions for the
roles of both training partners. In addition to the core techniques of throwing and
grappling, it explains the important transitional movements as well as grips, stances,
and postures. First introduced as an Olympic sport at the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, Judo is
returning to its home city on the world stage at the 2020 Olympics. Practiced by more
than 20 million people worldwide, Judo is only expected to continue growing in
popularity. A new foreword by Judo instructor Neil Ohlenkamp sheds light on the book's
lasting importance as the classic "Kata bible" for Judo students and instructors alike
and an indispensable resource for all martial arts practitioners.
The martial arts, among today's most exciting exercise regimes, are now a popular way
to keep fit. Judo, involving groundwork and grappling, is both a sport and a formidable
fighting art. This colour guide explains basic techniques as well as more advanced
skills.
Written by the founder of Kodokan judo, Jigoro Kano, this text explains theriginal
concepts and techniques of judo in detail.
My Judo Counters & Combinations - Volume 1 depicts the martial art not only from a
competitor’s point of view, but also from an instructor's aspect. It religiously follows the
teachings of the great architect of Judo, 'Professor Jigoro Kano'—a master who has
always tried to expand a Judoka's education and encouraged his students to apply their
own minds to inventing new moves and counter moves. In striving to achieve Professor
Kano's aims, one can only begin to understand the true mechanics of the sport of Judo
as a self-defense mechanism and, indeed, the creed that underscores this martial art.
In this book, the author shares a brief history of Judo and how it has become a way of
life for him—a passion that he wishes to share with the people around him. As well, My
Judo Counters & Combinations - Volume 1 aims to explain and provide visual examples
of Judo Methods which include techniques—from the basics methods from easy foot
sweeps to hips throws, followed by 3-4 counters and combination for each method. The
easy step by step photos will guide you through a world not published before, making it
one of the must volumes to have at home or at the do-jo Judo is an acquired art and
once one is trained in its mechanics, it will become a lifetime skill that will enrich his or
her life. This is not a beginner's training book. It would be best used as a training and
education manual designed to compliment one's study of the sport of Judo such as the
course of sports coaching. Most of the techniques shown can be used in all martial art
type sport such as Judo, striking Jujutsu and full submission no rules contest.
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A book which reveals all the key principles needed to become skilled in judo.
Aimed at beginners and more experienced players, The Fifty Judo Principles is a
step-by-step guide that is detailed yet easy to follow. This book was authored by
Charles Mack, the first British person to be awarded Kodokan 5th Dan Judo in
Japan. He also holds 7th Dan from the British Judo Association, and is a leading
figure in UK martial arts. This is his third martial arts book. The other books are
Karate Test Techniques, and Shotokan Karate Free Fighting Techniques.
This book stands apart from other staff training manuals. While most titles focus
on forms and twirling, The Art and Science of Staff Fighting emphasizes the
dynamics of combat. The author draws on thirty years of martial experience,
presenting the best of both Eastern and Western traditions.
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular
monthly magazine addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing
them with information about every style of self-defense in the world - including
techniques and strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75
martial arts-oriented books and videos including many about the works of Bruce
Lee, the best-known marital arts figure in the world.
Discusses the origins, basic techniques, and training practices of Judo.
In a follow-up to his popular "Championship Sambo: Submission Holds and
Groundfighting", Steve Scott teaches you 85 essential armlocks for jujitsu, judo,
sambo and mixed martial arts. The armlocks taught in this Encyclopedia apply to
gi and no-gi combat sports, allowing you to use them in a wide variety of
situations, including self-defence and street applications. Steve Scott makes it
easy to learn the most effective and popular armlocks of modern grappling sports
by organising them into four broad categories: the cross-body armlock, the bent
armlock, the straight armlock and the armpit lock. In addition to teaching how to
set-up and apply each of the locks, he shows you how to defend against common
armlocks, fight from both the mount and guard, lever your opponent's arm free for
an attack and vary your grip for maximum power. For those new to grappling, you
will also learn the core skills of applying armlocks, controlling position, and
training smart plus a glossary of grappling terms and a Rules of the Room guide
to common sense rules on the mat.
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